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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we investigate a method based on machine learning to identify types of motor vehicle traffic 

violations with image processing techniques to support electronic traffic law enforcement. Machine learning is a machine 

learning method that performs well when applied to data outside of the training set. In this study, data collection was 

carried out using a camera with a resolution of 13 megapixels. This data processing carries out a training process so that it 

requires high quality hardware such as a laptop / computer to get a result that can predict objects well. In this system it uses 

the CPU to train a model where the data is relatively small. The output in this system is a traffic violation image taken by 

using a camera. This system will work if a vehicle violates traffic, such as a violation of not wearing a helmet for 

motorcyclists and passing road markings. The system formed is a training result model with a total of 100 000 steps with 

32 and 16 batch sizes, namely in the form of an inference graph consisting of a checkpoint file, frozen_inference_graph.pb, 

and there are 3 ckpt-model files. The accuracy rate of the model obtained ranges from 70% to 96%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic accidents can be caused by many things, 

including bad vehicle drivers, careless pedestrians, 

inappropriate roads such as potholes, vehicle damage, 

vehicles that are no longer suitable for use, motorists who 

violate traffic rules. One type of traffic violation is not 

wearing a helmet and running red lights or passing road 

markings. This violation is very dangerous for himself and 

other road users. 

Visual detection of traffic violations is an 

important effort to minimize accidents at road 

intersections. Visual detection in this system is inseparable 

from an intelligent traffic control system which is part of 

an effort to regulate driving order at road junctions 

(Girschick, 2014 and Jalled et al, 2016). If a violation 

occurs at a crossroads, the system can respond to passing 

vehicles by visually detecting them through surveillance 

cameras at each section at the intersection (LeCun, 2010). 

Because there are so many traffic violations at the 

crossroads, we need to classify them so that we can find 

out what violations have occurred. 

Classification is the process of finding a model or 

function that can distinguish classes, with the aim of being 

able to estimate the class of an object whose label is 

unknown. The classification process is usually divided 

into two phases, namely the learning phase and the test 

phase. In the learning phase, some of the data that the data 

class has known is fed to form an approximate model. In 

the test phase, the model that has been formed is tested 

with some other data to determine the accuracy of the 

model. If the accuracy is sufficient, this model can be used 

to predict unknown data classes (Han et al, 2006). 

Deep Learning is a new area of Machine 

Learning research, which has been introduced with the aim 

of moving Machine Learning closer to Artificial 

Intelligence. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a 

deep learning method that can be applied to perform image 

classification (Arabi, 2019; Deng et al, 2014 and Perkovic, 

2012). This method has been used, among others, in image 

recognition, computer vision, and Natural Language 

Processing. The purpose of this study is to implement a 

deep learning method to classify traffic violation images 

using a convolutional neural network algorithm. Research 

on the detection of helmet use has been carried out by 

other researchers using raspberry pi and machine learning 

methods as an effort to enforce traffic laws. In addition, 

other studies use surveillance cameras to detect helmet use 

(Perkovic, 2019; Dahiya et al, 2016; Raj et al, 2018; 

Vishnu et al, 2017; Wonghabut et al, 2018, and Zhang et 

al, 2016). In addition, the use of surveillance cameras 

which are used to detect moving objects has been carried 

out research (Wang et al, 2004). Then the development of 

research on the use of surveillance cameras and deep 

learning to detect cellular phone use when driving has 

been carried out by several researchers (Seshadri et al, 

2015 and Le et al, 2016). In addition, several researches to 

detect traffic violations have been carried out by several 

researchers using surveillance cameras and deep learning 

methods (Ibadov et al, 2019; Christian et al, 2016, Zhang 

et al, 2019 and Kumar et al, 2015).  

 

2. THEORY 

The application of artificial intelligence has now 

entered human life. Artificial intelligence or Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is a field of science that studies how to 

build computer systems that apply intelligence in several 

ways. Currently, there are many studies on artificial 

intelligence, one of which is machine learning. Machine 

Learning itself is a branch of Artificial Intelligence which 

focuses on systems that sweep learning from data. 
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Machine learning was first defined by Arthur Samuel in 

1959. According to Arthur Samuel, machine learning is a 

field of study that provides learning capabilities on 

computers without being explicitly programmed. Deep 

learning is part of machine learning that centers on 

modeling algorithms for high-level abstraction in data sets, 

using several layers of nonlinear transformations. The 

most well-known and used group of deep learning 

algorithms is the convolutional neural network because of 

its powerful application in recognizing different patterns, 

especially in detecting objects in digital images (Khoma et 

al, 2018). 

Convolutional Neural Network is a multilayer 

neural network with a supervised learning architecture that 

consists of two parts, namely extractor features and 

classifier that can be trained. The feature extractor 

contains map layers and retrieves different features from 

the raw image through two operations, namely local 

receptive field and shared weights. Classifiers and weights 

were studied in local extractor features trained by back-

propagation (Liang et al, 2019). In the feature extraction 

layer, there are two layers, namely the convolution layer 

and the pooling layer. In the convolution layer, 

convolution operations are carried out while the pooling 

layer is usually carried out by maxpooling operations. At 

the classifier layer, there is a fully connected layer that is 

connected to all data input. CNN has a high network depth 

and is often applied to image data so that it is included in 

the Deep Neural Network as shown in Figure-1 (Nielsen, 

2018). 

 

 
 

Figure-1. CNN network, Nielsen (2018). 

 

Pooling layers are a typical technique widely 

used by image processing schemes. Pooling layers aim to 

reduce feature resolution. The pooling layer operation is 

carried out through the two-dimensional α × α operation of 

the convolutional network by taking the average or 

maximum value from the matrix as shown in Figure-2 

(Hijazi et al, 2015 and Kim, 2017). 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Pooling layer generated using two methods 

Simonyan et al (2015). 

 

Mean pooling =  
Number value submatrix

Number matrix
=

1+1+4+6

4
= 3  (1) 

 

Max pooling =  Nilai maksimum submatrik = 6         (2) 

 

After all the images have been added, it will form 

a new layer with the image size of 2x2 (Simonyan et al, 

2015) Figure 2.10 shows the mean and max pooling 

values. 

The fully connected layer is often used as the 

final CNN layer. This layer mathematically sums the 

weights of the previous feature layer which determines the 

calculation result of each element of each target output 

feature specifically (Hijazi et al, 2015). Figure-3 illustrates 

the fully connected layer L. The L-1 layer has two 

features, each of which is 2x2, that is, it has four elements. 

Layer L has two features, each of which has a single 

element. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Fully connected layers, Simonyan et al (2015). 

 

The classification is obtained from several 

interconnected layers of the image based on extracted 

features (Hijazi et al, 2015 and Simonyan et al, 2015). 

After using a combination of convolution and pooling 

layer, the output can be fed to the fully connected layer for 
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efficient classification. The activation function in this 

layer is called softmax (Talo et al, 2019) which can be 

expressed as: 

 

Sofmax(x)i =
exp (xi)

∑ exp (xj)n
j=1

                    (3) 

 

Softmax's function is to provide a classification 

output in excess of the range (0.1), which ensures neuron 

activation. 

Tensorflow is a library that is used for deep 

learning implementation and uses the python 

programming language. Tensorflow has a feature to run 

model train using CPU and GPU. In this research, 

tensorflow is used as the back-end of Keras. This means 

that in this CNN process, low-level operations such as 

tensor and convolution will use the tensorflow library and 

the search for the right hyperparameter is used by the hard 

library. This is because tensorflow is included in the low-

level, whereas hard is a high-level building for developing 

deep learning. 

 

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This research was conducted by implementing 

deep learning for the classification of traffic violations 

using the Convolutional Neural Network algorithm. 

Capture and collection of data using a camera with a 

resolution of 13 megapixels. Data processing is carried out 

through a training process so that it requires a high-quality 

computer to get a result that can classify objects properly. 

The general working principle can be explained as 

follows. This system will work when a vehicle violates 

traffic, such as a violation of not wearing a helmet for 

motorcyclists and passing road markings for motorbikes 

and cars. This system is placed at a crossroads as shown in 

Figure-4. 

 

 
 

Figure-4. System design. 

 

The data consisted of 2,265 images of which 

1,812 (80%) were used for training and 453 (20%) were 

used for testing. Furthermore, on the training data, labeling 

is done with the label "Not wearing a helmet" and "road 

marking offenders". After that the data is entered into the 

neural network architecture for the training process 

(training). At this stage the Neural Network is trained to 

learn patterns that produce object detection with a high 

degree of accuracy. This training process will generate 

automatic checkpoints by Tensorflow in the form of tensor 

graphs to store information on the training process. When 

the training process is complete, then export the graph 

tensor so that it becomes a model that will be ready to be 

used to detect objects. The detection of objects will result 

in an image that is carried out in the testing process which 

is taken through the camera and displayed on a computer. 

The labeling process is carried out manually on each 

training image. Figure-5 shows an example of labeling. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure-5. Example of labeling. a) labeling for helmet 

wearing violations b) labeling for road 

marking violations. 

 

After labeling, we convert from XML to CSV 

(Comma Sepparated Value) to convert the dataset to 

TFRecord. The XML to CSV data conversion code can be 

seen in Figure-6. 
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Figure-6. XML to CSV conversion code. 

 

While the data display of the conversion results 

from xml to csv can be seen in Figure-7. 

 

 
 

Figure-7. The results of the XML to CSV conversion. 

 

After the XML to CSV conversion process then 

the conversion to TFRecord is used for data feeding in the 

training process, the TFRecord creation code can be seen 

in Figure-8. 

 

 
 

Figure-8. TFRecord creation code. 

 

The next step is to set some parameters in the 

object detection training pipeline configuration. 

Tensorflow'sapi Object detection uses protobuf files to 

configure the training and evaluation process. The 

configuration file is divided into 5 parts, namely: 

 

a) Model: defines what type of model to train (i.e. meta-

architecture, feature extractor) 

b) Training_config: specifies what parameters should 

be used to train model parameters (e.g. SGD 

parameters, input preprocessing and feature extractor 

initialization values). 

c) Eval_config: determines what measurement matrices 

will be reported for evaluation. 

d) Train_input_config: defines what dataset the model 

should train on. 

e) Eval_input_config: defines what dataset the model 

will evaluate. Usually this should be different from 

the input dataset for training. 

The pipeline configuration code can be seen in 

Figure-9. 

 

 
 

Figure-9. Pipeline configuration code. 

 

The pipeline configuration used is a mobilenet 

SSD. The following are the parameters that must be set as 

in Table-1. 
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T 

Table-1. Object detection pipeline configuration 

parameters. 
 

Parameters Value Information 

num_classes 2 Number of classes 

batch_size 32 
Number of data processed at 

each step 

learning_rate 0,004 Learning rate 

decay_steps 800720 

Schedule decay steps, i.e. 

lowering the level of learning 

by a factor over time 

num_steps 100.000 

Number of steps in the 

process 

training 

kernel_size 3 

Number of layers to count 

and detect a pattern used 

during the convolution 

process. 

 

The next stage is the Neural Network training 

stage, at this stage the Neural Network is trained to learn 

patterns that produce object detection recognition with 

high accuracy. The program code in the training process 

can be seen in Figure-10. 

 

 
 

Figure-10. Code in the training process. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Monitoring the training process using a 

Tensorboard in which there is a graphic. Tensorboard calls 

the checkpoint files generated during the training process 

in the training folder. Tensorboard can be opened in a web 

browser by typing the address and port of the tensorboard 

at the command prompt. The results on the Tensorboard 

can be seen in Figure-11 and Figure-12. 
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Figure-11. Tensorboard view. 

 

 
 

Figure-12. Graph of classification loss. 

 

The output on the Neural Network that 

represents the data flow in the form of a graph, the 

graph that has been previously trained is a checkpoint 

during the training process then exported to the 

inference graph. The results of the detection of the type 

of violation without wearing a helmet are shown in 

Figure-13. 
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Figure-13. Example of violation detection of not 

wearing a helmet. 

 

Meanwhile, the results of violation testing 

passing road markings are shown in Figure-14. As shown 

in the figure above, the system can detect the types of road 

markings violations. So that overall 2 types of violations 

can be detected by the system, namely violations of not 

using helmets and road markings for 2-wheeled vehicles. 

 

 

 
 

Figure-14. Example of road marking violation detection. 

 

Whereas in the classification loss graph, it can be 

seen that in the training process CNN can read or not 

classify what we use in the dataset and in the localization 

loss in the CNN training process can read or not a position 

we use in the dataset and for total loss is the result of all 

losses that can be obtained during the training process. 

After seeing the total loss in the training process, then 

extract the model from the checkpoints generated during 

the training process. After that, a real time webcam call 

can be made to run the detection program. After the 

experiment on the camera in real time is detected, the next 

step is to call the video that has been programmed. The 

following (Table-2 and Table-3) is an example of a table 

on camera detection results that is carried out in real time 

and the level of accuracy in detecting traffic violations. 

 

Table-2. Example of detection results on camera. 
 

No Method Visual Result 

1 
Violators of road 

markings 

Violators of road 

markings 
Correct 

2 
Violators of road 

markings 

Violators of road 

markings 
Correct 

3 
Violators of road 

markings 

Violators of road 

markings 
Correct 

4 
Not wearing a 

helmet 
Wrong Wrong 

5 
Not wearing a 

helmet 
Wrong Wrong 

6 
Not wearing a 

helmet 
Wrong Wrong 

 

Table-3.  Accuracy on traffic violation classification. 
 

No Classification Accuracy 

1 Violators of road markings 96% 

2 Violators of road markings 88% 

3 Violators of road markings 76% 

4 Not wearing a helmet 82% 

5 Not wearing a helmet 59% 

6 Not wearing a helmet an invisible 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we succeeded in making a training 

model with a total of 100 000 steps with 32 batch sizes. 

The results of detecting the classification of traffic 

violations on a digital image using a Convolutional Neural 

Network can be considered to be working well. The 

accuracy level of the model obtained from the detection of 

traffic violation image classification in a digital image 

using the Convolutional Neural Network ranges from 70% 

to 96%. Based on the research that has been done, 

suggestions can be given to add the number of datasets 

and the variety of objects to the image to train the model 

and achieve high accuracy. Object recognition needs to be 

developed with a focus on detecting or recognizing vehicle 

classes. If possible, we can increase the specifications for 

higher devices by using a computer with a high Random 

Access Memory (RAM) and using the Graphics 

Processing Unit (GPU) to speed up the training process. 
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